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Abstract

As the core of task-oriented dialogue systems,
dialogue state tracking (DST) is designed to
track the dialogue state through the conversa-
tion between users and systems. Multi-domain
DST has been an important challenge in which
the dialogue states across multiple domains
need to consider. In recent mainstream ap-
proaches, each domain and slot are aggregated
and regarded as a single query feeding into
attention with the dialogue history to obtain
domain-slot specific representations. In this
work, we propose disentangled domain-slot at-
tention for multi-domain dialogue state track-
ing. The proposed approach disentangles the
domain-slot specific information extraction in a
flexible and context-dependent manner by sep-
arating the query about domains and slots in
the attention component. Through a series of
experiments on MultiWOZ 2.0 and MultiWOZ
2.4 datasets, we demonstrate that our proposed
approach outperforms the standard multi-head
attention with aggregated domain-slot query.

1 Introduction

Task-oriented dialogue system is designed to as-
sist users to accomplish sorts of certain tasks. For
example, by using dialogue-based automated cus-
tomer service, users can online query information
and make reservations. Multi-domain dialogue
state tracking has been an important challenge intro-
duced by Budzianowski et al. (2018), in which nu-
merous mixed-domain conversations are involved.
In this case, DST has to track the dialogue states at
each turn through the conversation, which contains
a huge space involving the combinations of the on-
tology of different domains, slots, and values. It
is a challenging task since spoken language is not
formal, in which ellipsis and cross-reference are
barrier to handling the correlations among different
domains and slots.

Several studies have explored sorts of ap-
proaches to handle the correlations among domains

and slots. In recent mainstream approaches, each
domain and slot are aggregated into a single vector
regarded as a query. The query and the dialogue his-
tory are fed into attention to generate domain-slot
specific representations (Wu et al., 2019). Then the
information interchange across different domains
and slots are performed with them to model the cor-
relation among different domain and slots (Hu et al.,
2020; Wang and Lemon, 2013; Ye et al., 2021).
However, these approaches introduce too much hu-
man prior knowledge and they only consider the
correlations among domains and slots names or
overestimate these correlations (Yang et al., 2022).

To tackle this problem, we propose a disentan-
gled domain-slot attention (DDSA), which disen-
tangles information extraction about domains and
slots in a flexible and context-dependent manner.
In detail, we disentangle the query about domains
and slots in the domain-slot attention component.
Firstly, domain specific representations are ob-
tained using the domain query and the dialogue
history. Then the model utilizes these representa-
tions and slot query to retrieve slot specific infor-
mation (in this context, slot means the slot only)
and generate domain-slot specific representations.
Finally, state prediction is performed with these
domain-slot specific representations.

We conduct experiments to verify our approach
on MultiWOZ 2.0 and MultiWOZ 2.4 datasets. The
experimental results show that the proposed ap-
proach can effectively improve the performance of
multi-domain dialogue state tracking. The contri-
butions of this work can be addressed as follows.
(1) We propose a disentangled domain-slot atten-
tion mechanism to handle the correlations among
domains and slots, in which the process of domain-
slot specific information extraction is disentangled
in a flexible and context-dependent manner. (2) We
demonstrate that the performance of DST benefits
from our proposed approach and make a detailed
empirical study that shows that our model performs
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better than the baseline models based on standard
attention with aggregated domain-slot query1.

2 Related Works

Dialogue state tracking (DST) is the core of task-
oriented dialogue systems. In the early years,
DST highly relies on hand-crafted semantic fea-
tures to predict the dialogue states (Williams and
Young, 2007; Thomson and Young, 2010; Wang
and Lemon, 2013), which is hard to handle lexical
and morphological variations in spoken language
(Lee et al., 2019). Benefiting from the rapid devel-
opment of deep learning methods, neural network-
based DST models have been explored. Mrkšić
et al. (2017) proposes a novel neural belief track-
ing (NBT) framework with learning n-gram rep-
resentations of utterances. Inspired by it, a lot of
neural network models are investigated (Nouri and
Hosseini-Asl, 2018; Ren et al., 2018; Zhong et al.,
2018; Hu et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2020; Wu
et al., 2019) and achieve further improvement.

Pre-trained models have brought natural lan-
guage processing to a new era in recent years.
Many substantial works have shown that the pre-
trained models can learn universal language rep-
resentations, which are beneficial for downstream
tasks (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014;
McCann et al., 2017; Sarzynska-Wawer et al., 2021;
Devlin et al., 2019; Mittal et al., 2021). More re-
cently, the very deep pre-trained language mod-
els, such as Bidirectional Encoder Representation
from Transformer (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019)
and Generative Pre-Training (GPT) (Radford et al.,
2018), trained with an increasing number of self-
supervised tasks have been proposed to make the
models capturing more knowledge from a large
scale of corpora, which have shown their abilities
to produce promising results. In view of it, many
pieces of studies about DST have explored to es-
tablish the models on the basis of these pre-trained
language models (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020; Kim
et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020;
Chen et al., 2020; Chao and Lane, 2019; Ye et al.,
2021; Heck et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2020).

Related to handling the correlations among do-
mains and slots in multi-domain DST, several ap-
proaches have been investigated. In recent main-
stream approaches, domain-slot specific representa-
tions are first achieved using attention mechanism

1The code is available at https://github.com/
couragelfyang/DDSA

with aggregated domain-slot query, and then the
correlations are modeled with them. (Balaraman
and Magnini, 2021) utilizes domain and slot in-
formation to extract both domain and slot specific
representations and then combines such represen-
tations to predict the values. Chen et al. (2020)
manually constructs a schema graph modeling the
dependencies of different slots and introduces a
graph attention matching network to mix the in-
formation from utterances and graphs to control
the state updating. Hu et al. (2020) introduces a
matrix representing the similarity among different
slots and then perform slot information sharing
among similar slots. The above two approaches
are name-based since they only consider the se-
mantics dependencies of slot names to measure
the correlation among different slots, which may
result in overlooking the dependencies of some
slots. More recently, Ye et al. (2021) proposes a
data-driven approach to handle these correlations,
in which slot self-attention is introduced. However,
this approach may inevitably result in overestimat-
ing some correlations (Yang et al., 2022).

3 Dialogue State Tracking with
Disentangled Domain-Slot Attention

Figure 1(a) presents the overview of the proposed
model. It consists of a dialogue encoder, a domain,
slot and value encoder, disentangled domain-slot at-
tention (DDSA), and slot value matching. The con-
text representations of dialogue history, domains,
slots and values are firstly obtained by feeding di-
alogue history, domains, slots and values into en-
coders respectively. And then these representations
are passed to our proposed disentangled domain-
slot attention, as shown detailedly in Figure 1b, to
achieve domain-slot specific representations. Fi-
nally, the corresponding values are chosen to pre-
dict the state values with these representations and
slot value matching.

3.1 Encoding

We employ BERT as the encoder to generate se-
mantic representations. The BERTcontext whose
parameters are fine-tuned during training is used for
encoding the dialogue context. Let’s define the dia-
logue context history CT = {R1, U1, ..., RT , UT }
as a set of system responses R and user utterances
U in T turns of dialogue, where R = {Rt}Tt=1

and U = {Ut}Tt=1, 1 ≤ t ≤ T . We define
ET = {B1, ..., BT } as the dialogue states of T
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Figure 1: A demonstration of the model with our proposed disentangled domain-slot Attention.

turns, and each Et is a set of slot value pairs
{(S1, V1), ..., (SJ , VJ)} of J slots. Although the
dialogue history Ct = {Rt, Ut} contains inte-
grated information for the conversation until the
t-th turn, the previous study (Ye et al., 2021) has
indicated that it is helpful to combine it along
with a compact representation E′

t−1, which only
includes the slots whose values are not none, as
part of the input. In view of this, the context en-
coder accepts the dialogue history till turn t, which
can be denoted as Xt = {Ct, E

′
t−1}, as the in-

put and generates context vector representations
Ht = BERTcontext(Xt).

Another pre-trained model BERTdsv is em-
ployed to encode the domains, slots, and candi-
date values, in which the parameters of BERTdsv

remain frozen. For those slots and values con-
taining multiple tokens, the vector corresponding
to the special token [CLS] is employed to repre-
sent them. For each domain Di slot Sj and value
Vk, hdi = BERTdsv(Di), hsj = BERTdsv(Sj),
hvk = BERTdsv(Vk).

3.2 Disentangled Domain-Slot Attention
Figure 1(b) demonstrates the structure of our pro-
posed disentangled domain-slot attention. The ex-
traction with query about domains and slots is dis-
entangled into two stages. The domain specific
representations are first obtained using the domain
query and the dialogue context. The slot query is
employed to retrieve slot specific information based
on the output of the previous stage. Finally, domain-
slot specific context representations are achieved
for the subsequent state prediction.

3.2.1 Domain Query
Domain specific representations are achieved us-
ing the hidden representations of domains hd and

that of dialogue context Ht
2. The process can be

described as follows:

Qd = Wnd
dqhd + bQd

(1)

Kd = Wnd
Kd

Ht + bKd
(2)

Vd = Wnd
Vd
Ht + bVd

(3)

αnd
d = softmax(

QdK
⊺
d√

kdim
, axis = domain) (4)

hnd
d = αnd

d Vd (5)

Where Wdq,bQd
,WKd

,bKd
,WVd

,bVd
are the

parameters of the linear layers for projecting query,
key, and value respectively at the domain query
stage. kdim = kmodel/nd, in which kmodel is the
hidden size of the model and nd ∈ Nd is the heads
of the multi-head dot-product attention at this stage.

3.2.2 Slot Query
After the domain query stage, slot specific repre-
sentations can be obtained using the output of the
domain query stage and the hidden representations
of slots hs. Note that here "slot" means the slot
only rather than the concatenation or the average
on the representations of domains and slots pairs.
The process is shown as follows:

Qs = Wns
sq hs + bQs (6)

Ks = W′ns

Ks
hnd
d + bKs (7)

Vs = hnd
d (8)

αns
s = softmax(

QsK
⊺
s√

kddsa
, axis = slot) (9)

hns
ds = αns

s Vs (10)

hds = WosConcat(h1
ds, ...,h

Ns
ds ) (11)

2Here we omit the indices of domains and slots for simpli-
fication.
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Where Wsq,bQs ,W
′
Ks ,bKs ,WVs ,bVs are the

parameters of the linear layers for projecting query,
key and value respectively at the slot query stage,
and Wos is the parameters of the linear layer for
aggregating the heads of slot query. kddsa is a hy-
perparameter indicating the hidden dimension in
this component, and ns ∈ Ns is the number of
heads at this stage.

Since the number of combinations of domains
and slots is generally larger than that of the actual
domain-slot pairs, a linear layer is employed to
project domain-slot specific representation hds to
the representation of the actual size.

hds = WodConcat(h1
ds, ...,h

Nd
ds ) (12)

h′
ds = Linear(hds, axis = domain× slot)

(13)

Where Wod is the parameters of the linear layer
for aggregating the heads of domain query.

3.3 Slot Value Matching

A Euclidean distance-based value prediction is per-
formed for each slot. Firstly, the domain-slot spe-
cific vector is fed into a normalization layer. Then
the distances between domain-slot specific vector
and value are measured. Finally, the nearest value
is chosen to predict the state value.

rDSm
t = LayerNorm(Linear(h′

ds)), (14)

p(V k
t |Xt, DSm) =

exp(−d(hVk , rDSm
t ))∑

V ′
k∈νk exp(−d(hV ′

k , rDSm
t ))

(15)

where d(·) is Euclidean distance function, and νk
denotes the value space of the actual domain-slot
DSm. The model is trained to maximize the joint
probability of all slots. The loss function at each
turn t is denoted as the sum of the negative log-
likelihood.

Lt =
M∑

m=1

− log(p(V k
t |Xt, DSm)) (16)

4 Experimental Settings

We conduct the experiments using MultiWOZ 2.0
and MultiWOZ 2.4 datasets in this work. Multi-
WOZ 2.0 (Budzianowski et al., 2018) is one of
the largest open-source human-human conversa-
tional datasets of multiple domains. It contains

over 10,000 dialogues in which each dialogue av-
erages 13.68 turns. MultiWOZ 2.4 is the latest
refined version (Ye et al., 2022). It mainly fixes the
annotation errors in the validation and test set. To
make a fair comparison with the models evaluated
on these two datasets, we follow the pre-processing
and evaluation procedure in several previous works
(Wu et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020;
Ye et al., 2021) to keep consistent. We present the
settings of the model in Appendix A.

5 Results and Discussions

5.1 Main Results

Joint goal accuracy (JGA) and slot accuracy (SA)
are employed to evaluate the overall performance.
The joint goal accuracy is a strict measurement
comparing the predicted values of each slot with
ground truth for each dialogue turn, and the predic-
tion is considered correct if and only if all the pre-
dicted values match the ground truth values without
any error at each turn. The slot accuracy compares
each value to the corresponding ground truth indi-
vidually without seeing other turns. For the results
of baselines, we use the results reported in the cor-
responding references.

Table 1 presents the results of the different
models on the test set of MultiWOZ 2.0 and 2.4
datasets. As shown in it, overall, our proposed
model achieves the best performance on these two
datasets. We utilize the Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
the proposed method is statistically significantly
better (p < 0.05) than baselines. Comparing to
the previous SOTA models SAVN on the original
MultiWOZ 2.0 dataset, which utilizes slot attention
with the concatenated domain-slot query extracting
slot specific information and value normalization
on the ontologies to varying degrees, and STAR,
which uses slot self-attention with the aggregated
domain-slot query to model the correlations among
different slots, our model obtains a JGA of 54.70%
and a SA of 97.49% outperforming SAVN with a
JGA of 54.52% and a SA of 97.42% , and STAR
with a JGA of 54.53% and a SA of 97.38%. For the
latest refined MultiWOZ 2.4 dataset, our proposed
model improves the performance by a relatively
larger margin comparing to the previous SOTA
STAR model from a JGA of 73.62% to 75.58%
and a SA of 98.87% to 98.94%. To have a bet-
ter understanding, an error analysis, a discussion
about the effects of different hyperparameter set-
tings, and a case study are made and presented in
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Table 1: The joint goal accuracy (JGA) and slot accuracy (SA) of different models. DDSA denotes our proposed
disentangled domain-slot attention.

Model
JGA (%) SA (%)

MWZ2.0 MWZ2.4 MWZ2.0 MWZ2.4

TRADE (Wu et al., 2019) 48.93 54.97 96.92 97.58
Open SOM (Kim et al., 2020) 51.72 66.78 - 98.38
vocabulary TripPy (Heck et al., 2020) 53.11 59.62 97.25 97.94

SimpleTOD (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020) - 66.78 - -
SUMBT (Lee et al., 2019) 46.65 61.86 96.44 97.90
DS-DST (Zhang et al., 2020) 52.24 - - -

Ontology- DS-Picklist (Zhang et al., 2020) 54.39 - - -
based SAVN (Wang et al., 2020) 54.52 60.55 97.42 98.38

SST (Chen et al., 2020) 51.17 - - -
STAR (Ye et al., 2021) 54.53 73.62 97.38 98.87
Our model with DDSA 54.70 75.58 97.49 98.94
Our model w/o DDSA 50.89 70.52 97.03 98.61

Appendix B. These additional results also indicate
the effectiveness of our approach.

5.2 Ablation Study

A simple ablation study is performed to verify the
effectiveness of our proposed disentangled domain-
slot attention. As we can see in Table 1. The
performance on the two datasets drops seriously
when removing the proposed DDSA , which veri-
fies the effectiveness of our proposed approach. In
this case of model w/o DDSA, the domain specific
and the slot specific information are extracted by
feeding into the dialogue context and the domains
and slots to the traditional domain and slot attention
respectively, then they are concatenated and sent
to the slot value matching component to perform
state prediction.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a model based on dis-
entangled domain-slot attention for multi-domain
dialogue state tracking to handle the correlation
among different domains and slots. Unlike the con-
ventional approach in recent mainstream models,
we disentangle the query about domains and slots
in a flexible and context-dependent manner. The
experimental results on MultiWOZ 2.0 and Mul-
tiWOZ 2.4 datasets show that, comparing to the
models based on conventional approaches of slot
attention using the aggregated domain-slot pairs,
our approach effectively improves the performance
of multi-domain dialogue state tracking. In future

works, we will investigate to utilize the proposed
approach to generative models and generalize them
to more complicated scenarios.
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Limitations

This paper shows the effectiveness of our proposed
disentangled domain-slot attention mechanism in
multi-domain dialogue state tracking. The limita-
tion of this paper is that this work mainly focuses
on ontology-based DST, which need a list of prede-
fined candidate values in advance. The condition
may be different in the case of generative DST
since entire successive information involved in lan-
guage modeling may be important for language
generation. Therefore, how to tackle the problems
in generated manners need to further investigate,
which we intend to take up in future works.
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A Experimental Settings

The dialogue context encoder BERTcontext in this
work is a pre-trained BERT-base-uncased model,
which has 12 layers with 768 hidden units and
12 self-attention heads. We also employ another
BERT-base-uncased model as the domain, slot and
value encoder BERTdsv. For the proposed disen-
tangled domain-slot attention, the number of heads
of domains Nd and that of slots Ns in disentangled
domain-slot attention are hyperparameters and in-
vestigated in the experiments. The dimension kddsa
in it is set to 768. Adam optimizer is adopted with
a batch size of 8, which trains the model with a
learning rate of 4e-5 for the encoder and 1e-4 for
other parts. The hyperparameters are selected from
the best-performing model over the validation set.
We use a dropout with a probability of 0.1 on the
dialogue history during training. The ground-truth
states at previous turns are involved in the input
during training. The previously predicted states are
used as part of the input when inferring.

B Supplementary Results

B.1 Effects of Different Hyperparameter
Settings

To investigate the effects of different hyperparame-
ter settings, Table 2 presents the results of using dif-
ferent numbers of heads Nd for domain query and
that Ns for slot query in the DDSA component in
our model. It can be found that the model achieves
the best performance when the number of heads for
domain Nd = 16 and that for slot Ns = 32 in the
experiment. These hyperparameters are selected
by tuning on the validation set.

B.2 Error Analysis
An error analysis of each slot for the previous
SOTA model STAR and our model on MultiWOZ
2.4 is shown in Figure 2, in which the lower the
better. It can be observed that the error rates
of several name and area-related slots are im-
proved significantly. Specifically, the performance
of restaurant−name, hotel−type, hotel−area,
attraction− area and hotel − bookstay are im-
proved to a relatively large margin.

B.3 Case Study
A case study below demonstrates some cases in
MultiWOZ 2.4 dataset. Table 3 presents three di-
alogue episodes and the predicted dialogue states
by the previous SOTA STAR and our proposed

Table 2: The results of our models with different num-
bers of heads Nd for domain query and that of Ns for
slot query on MultiWOZ 2.4 dataset.

Nd Ns JGA

4 8 71.58
4 16 71.14
8 16 72.8
8 32 74.28
16 16 74.47
16 32 75.58
16 64 74.08

Figure 2: The error rate per slot of STAR and our model
based on proposed DDSA on MultiWOZ 2.4 dataset.

model. It can be found that, for the first example,
the system recommends "downing college" to the
user’s request for an attraction. Although STAR
captures the adjective phrase, the value for the slot
attraction − name is not the referencing object
"all saints church". Since there is a full slot self-
attention is applied to the concatenated domain-slot
query specific information, the mistake may be in-
troduced from other domain-slot specific represen-
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Table 3: The dialogue state prediction for three dialogue episodes in the MultiWOZ 2.4 dataset. We omit some slots
and values for simplification.

Dialogue context STAR DDSA

SYS: I recommend downing college.
USR: How far is it from the all saints
church?

attraction-name=all saints
church

attraction-name=downing
college

SYS: I completed your booking. Your ref-
erence number is 35w3xedl. Is there any-
thing else I could do to help?
USR: Yes, I also need to verify that this
hotel is in the east area of the town.

hotel-area=none hotel-area=east

SYS: I have over 20 different options for
you, was there a certain area or price range
you would like me to find for you?
USR: Let’s see what is available cheap,
same area as the restaurant makes most
sense but I am open to any area.

hotel-area=south hotel-area=do not care

tations. In the second case, the user would like to
confirm the asked hotel in the east area while STAR
fails to get the point. In the third case, the user is
open to any area. But STAR still overestimated
the correlation between hotel and the previously
mentioned restaurant. Our model successfully
predicts the dialogue states for it.
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